Intro Letter
Educators,
During this unprecedented time where many schools are transitioning to online learning, we
know that finding movement curriculum can be challenging. We wanted to provide teachers
with a low-stress way to develop your students dance knowledge while also keeping your
students moving and engaged.
SHOWUP has created two choice boards to be used in conjunction with the online SHOWUP
Choreo Club videos.
These boards can be used in a variety of ways, so feel free to adapt them to your classroom.
Here are our suggestions!
Instructions
1) Each week assign at least 1 SHOWUP video.
(all videos can be found at 5678Showup on Youtube, Instagram, or Facebook)
Students should learn the choreography and send you a performance video via your chosen
platform (Google Drive/Classroom, Dropbox, etc)
2) Assign one of the SHOWUP Choice Boards
These can be used in a variety of ways. A few examples include:
a. have students choose 1-3 activities from anywhere on the choice board
b. have students choose 1 activity in each column
c. assign specific activities to students each week
d. have students choose a “bingo” style format playing 3 in a row horizontally
3) Student Submission
Have students submit their work through your preferred platform. Grade using pass/fail or the
enclosed mastery grading.
4) Reflection Sheet (enclosed)
If desired, have students fill out the reflection sheet on just 1 of their weekly activities

Grading
We recommend using a pass/fail method of grading during these new times, but feel free to
adapt as you see fit.
Included is a mastery grading rubric (levels 1-4).

Other Tips

• These are meant to be extension activities to the SHOWUP Choreo Club videos rather
than a full curriculum.

• You could give students a “free space” each week
• Encourage students come up with their own extensions as well
The goal of SHOWUP is to deepen movement knowledge while maintaining a love of of the
arts. Keep it low stress! Both you and your students are working hard. and this should be a
fun activity.

-

Thank you for all you are doing! If we can support you in any other way, please reach out.
Sincerely,

Kristina Sims and Erik Hall
SHOWUP Creators
5678showup@gmail.com

Showup
Create Analyze
Put your creative skills to work as
you invent new enhancements to
the dance.
Be sure to take a video or picture
of your task and submit it.

Currator
Create a playlist of 8-10
songs that share a
commonality. Ex. Genre,
topic, tempo, etc.
*Include the assigned song.

Think deeper as you analyze
various components of the dance.
Write at least 1 paragraph (unless
otherwise instructed) using
complete sentences to answer the
question.

Lessons Learned
What do you think the
hardest part of the dance
is? Was there a part that
came most easily to you?

Choice Board 1
Connect Perform
Use the choices in this column to
make connections to other people
and subject matters.

Your time to shine! Show your
performance skills throughout
these challenges.

Provide photo/video
documentation or at least 1
paragraph for the written boxes.

Each box can be documented
through video or photo and
uploaded to your teacher.

We are Family
Be the Star
Teach a family member or
Record a video of yourself
friend the choreography and performing the number.
get them to dance with you! Watch it back, find 3
corrections, and then record
yourself again. Did you
improve on those things?

Poster Perfect
Top 5
Design a poster to advertise What would your “top 5
the song’s release.
tips” be for a successful
learning/ performance of
this number?

Senior Share
Sing it Out
Video call a grandparent or Sing a section of the song
elderly neighbor and share
while dancing.
your performance. What
was their response? Include
a photo or video.

Block Party
Draw blocking charts
freehand (or StageBook
App) with the same number
of people that your group
has.

Choreographer Continued
Curbside Cabaret
Research a famous
Put on a neighborhood
choreographed piece. How performance by dancing in
is it similar and diﬀerent to
your front yard.
the SHOWUP piece?

Brain/Dance Connection
Can you find any articles
online to explain how
dancing aﬀects the brain?
What did you learn?

WARMUP
Wordsmith
Do the SHOWUP WARMUP What vocabulary or
on their YouTube Channel. phrasing was used that was
new to you? Write a
definition and use in a
sentence.

Ensemble Unity
Does performing in an
ensemble aﬀect people?
Read an article that
supports your claim and
explain your findings.

Full Out
Coordinate 3 complete
costumes and perform the
piece in each.

The Next Charles Schultz
Draw the tutorial as a
cartoon.

Outside Coaching
Ask for constructive
feedback from a partner or
teacher. Try implementing
their advice in your
performance. Did you feel a
diﬀerence?

Commercial Break
Design a commercial
advertising SHOWUP.

Compare & Contrast
Choose 2 diﬀerent
SHOWUP videos. Compare
and contrast them.
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Showup
Create Analyze
Put your creative skills to work as
you invent new enhancements to
the dance.

Use the choices in this column to
make connections to other people
and subject matters.

Your time to shine! Show your
performance skills throughout
these challenges.

Write at least 1 paragraph (unless
otherwise instructed) using
complete sentences to answer the
question.

Provide photo/video
documentation or at least 1
paragraph for the written boxes.

Each box can be documented
through video or photo and
uploaded to your teacher.

Design Class
Design a show choir show
of at least 5 songs. Pick a
theme and be sure to
include the SHOWUP song!

Observation Station
What did you observe from
the instructor teaching that
you can transfer into your
own performance? How will
that help you in the future?

Show Guru
Find and watch the full
show where this clip is
from. What was your
favorite part? Did the song
fit into a storyline?

Short & Sweet
Pick a section of the tutorial
and turn it into a TikTok
style dance.

Choreographer for a Day
Choreograph another
section (or the remainder!)
of the dance. Be sure to
record and upload.

History Buﬀ
What is the history of the
song? Why was the song
written?

FaceTime Friends
Perform the dance with a
friend or two via FaceTime
or Zoom. Was this easy or
diﬃcult and why? Record
and share it.

Time to Teach
Teach the combination to
another person and then
perform it with them.

Student Teacher
Record an instructional
video of you teaching the
SHOWUP routine as if you
were teaching a younger
student.

Growth Mindset
It Takes Two
Sing in Harmony
Are these tutorials beneficial Watch the tutorial with
Create your own harmony
to show choir students?
another person. Together,
singing to the track.
Why or why not?
discuss what influenced you
the most? Was it the same
or diﬀerent as your partner?

Write it Up
Write a scene from a
musical or a skit. Be sure to
include the song from the
tutorial.

High Style
How would you describe
this style of movement?
What can you learn about
that style?

You’re the Director
Cast characters in your
scene/skit (from the create
column) and perform it for
an audience in person or
online.

Live from SHOWUP
Act as a sports
commentator during the
instructional video. Record
and send your broadcast.

Costumes, Costumes,
Costumes
Design and draw a costume
that would complement this
style of dance.

Re-Arrange
How many instruments can
you recognize in the
recording? *Bonus* learn to
play the song on an
instrument!

Musical Memories
Who does this song make
you think of? Write them an
email or letter and send it!

Same Song, Diﬀerent Tune
Perform the same dance to
a diﬀerent song. Was this
tough or easy? Why?

Be sure to take a video or picture
of your task and submit it.

Think deeper as you analyze
various components of the dance.

Choice Board 2
Connect Perform
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Showup

Evaluation rubric

Student Name:

Project
Title

Exceeds
Expectation
Student completes
the project showing
clear understanding
and maximum eﬀort

Project
Title

Exceeds
Expectation
Student completes
the project showing
clear understanding
and maximum eﬀort

Project
Title

Exceeds
Expectation
Student completes
the project showing
clear understanding
and maximum eﬀort

Project
Title

Exceeds
Expectation
Student completes
the project showing
clear understanding
and maximum eﬀort

Date:

Meets
Expectation
Student completes
the project
adequately showing a
basic understanding
and minimal eﬀort

Meets
Expectation
Student completes
the project
adequately showing a
basic understanding
and minimal eﬀort

Meets
Expectation
Student completes
the project
adequately showing a
basic understanding
and minimal eﬀort

Meets
Expectation
Student completes
the project
adequately showing a
basic understanding
and minimal eﬀort
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Approaches Does not meet
Expectation Expectation
Student completes
parts of the project
showing minimal
understanding and
inconsistent eﬀort

Student does not
complete the task

Approaches Does not meet
Expectation Expectation
Student completes
parts of the project
showing minimal
understanding and
inconsistent eﬀort

Student does not
complete the task

Approaches Does not meet
Expectation Expectation
Student completes
parts of the project
showing minimal
understanding and
inconsistent eﬀort

Student does not
complete the task

Approaches Does not meet
Expectation Expectation
Student completes
parts of the project
showing minimal
understanding and
inconsistent eﬀort

Student does not
complete the task

Showup
Student name:

Reflection sheet
Date of Project:

Title of ShowUp Number:
Activity Chosen:
How much time did you spend on this project?
Why did you choose this project?
What did you learn from the assignment?

How can you use an aspect of this project in the “real” world?

What part of your project makes you feel most proud?
Anything other comments?
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